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Abstract：Manufacturing process systems collect and store massive amount of data 
from routine operations with computer control systems. The massive data providea 
valuablebasis for troubleshooting and diagnosis of operations and control systems. 
However, most control theory and practice research to date have focused on either 
system identification where the data are collected with carefully designed experiments 
or on fault detection where the normal process models are assumed to be available. It 
is clear that there is a gap between the well-developed theory in these areas and the lack 
of methods to analyze routine operation data under feedback control. These massive 
data are usually dynamic but are far from being fully excited. Therefore, theory and 
methods are needed to analyze these data where the dynamics exist only in a subspace 
of the high dimensional measurement space.  

In this talk we first provide a historical perspective on the process data analytics 
based on latent variables modeling methods and machine learning, and the objectives 
to distill desirable components or features from measured data under routine operations. 
These methods are then extended to modeling high dimensional dynamic time series 
data to extract the most dynamic latent variables.Unlike principal component analysis 
where only variance is maximized for the extracted components, the dynamic latent 
variable methods extract dynamic components that are best predicted from their past 
values. We show with an industrial case study how real process data are efficiently and 
effectively modeled using these dynamic methods to extract features for process 
operations and control, leading to new perspectives on how process data are 
indispensable for manufacturing process troubleshooting, diagnosis, and effective 
control. 
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